
How does it operate:

The unit is filled manually, includes a

built-in self-sterilization feature and

easy to clean. The unit is fan-cooled

and equipped with a unique float

design which automatically stops the

unit at the end of the distilling cycle.

DESCRIPTION:

The SteamPure™ Counter Top distiller is

a compact, portable distiller that is small

enough to fit neatly on your counter, or

any place you choose to use it. It can be

stored conveniently under most sinks or

counters. It can be taken along to a

second home, in a camper, or “RV” to

enjoy the benefits of drinking fresh

distilled water wherever you may go.

unit at the end of the distilling cycle.

The distilled water can be collected in

a Glass jar container. For maximum

security, we have included a safety

shut-off switch should the unit

overheat.

Made in the USA:

Proudly designed, engineered and made in the USA. Constructed of top quality

stainless steel, trendy in design, and fitting all modern kitchen appliances.

Specifications*

Shipping Weight: 21 lbs. (9.5 kg)

Machine Weight: 18 lbs. (8.2 kg)

Height: 13 inches. (33 cm)

Width: 9.5 inches. (24 cm)

Depth: 11 inches. (28 cm)

Distilling Capacity 3 liters every 4.5 hours

Amps 5.8

Watts: 700

All figures stated are approximate and subject to change without 

notice.



Where to use distilled water:

Your counter top distiller is designed to provide you with a convenient and

economical supply of pure water for:

1. Your drinking and cooking needs.

2. Your indoor plants

3. Ice cubes.

4. Preparing your coffee, tea and other beverages.

5. Your pets will LOVE distilled water.

Your children will love 

it they will drink from 

your glass.

Your pet will 

tell the 

difference. 

Your indoor plants will receive 

the same kind of water they 

used to enjoy in nature

Your drink will 

taste authentic  

with distilled 

water ice cubes

Enjoy a warm cup of coffee 

prepared with fresh distilled 

water. Your neighbors will 

envy you. 


